
LAJOS SZŐKE 

On the use of active participles in Modern Church Slavic 

In general Modern Church Slavic (MChSl) the use of the participles does 
not seem to follow a clear system but if we think a little more deeply about the rea-
sons for certain uses, we may come to some conclusions. In our short study we shall 
try to reveal these rules comparing the MChSl forms (18th century) with those of the 
Old Church Slavic (OChSl). At the same time we have to keep in mind the external 
motivating forces, the influence of contemporary literary Russian and the techniques 
of the correctors making „amendments" in Gospel texts in the course of the 17th and 
18th centuries. 

The difficulties with short and long forms of the participles are to be found 
already in OChSl as their distribution was not complementary but overlapping. This 
indicates that these participles were not definitely separated from each other, some-
times alternating in identical situations (RiiziCka 1963: 13). Generally long partici-
ples (and adjectives as well, see TOJICTOH 1957, 5lKy6nncKaji-JIeM6epr 1957) were 
used for the expression of defuiiteness and short ones for indeflniteness. In later 
centuries this was reinterpreted as the contrast between attributive and predicative 
relations. In the 18th century, when the language of the Gospels was definitely 
„codified", the correctors in their work must have relied on the practice of contem-
porary Russian. The overall impression is that they substituted the short participles 
for long ones in non-predicative positions. The problem with this is that they were 
not consequent in their work and, in addition to this, long forms were used by them 
even in places where their presence was not justified. Although the basic intention of 
these corrections was to follow the Greek models, the ideology of Hesychasm in the 
18th century, however, being not effective any more, the new texts moved away from 
the forms of the Greek protographs. The number of the original participles was re-
duced also by the use of relative clauses in their place (RnbMHHCKMH 1888). Parti-
ciples were especially frequent in written prose works of the ancient languages, 
which was due to the syntactic compression participles were capable of. This com-
pactness, on the other hand, presupposed a more exact understanding of the context. 
Therefore, when analysing the forms of the participles, it is not enough to consider 
their function in the given sentence but we have to take into account the whole context. 

The number of long participles was about one quarter of all participles in 
the OChSl Gospel texts (see Mutalimova's calculations on the basis of the Codex 
Marianus: MyrajiHMOBa 1968). Due to the above mentioned corrections this pro-
portion has changed and their distribution was somewhat regularized, although sev-
eral short forms still survived in attributive function. 
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The active participles, with their noun and verb characteristics, could per-
form several functions in MChSl. They could be subject (S), subject complement 
(SC), object (O), object complement (OC), pre- and postmodifier of a noun or noun 
substitute (M), adverbial modifier (adv. M). Their relationship to the subject or the 
verb, accordingly, also could be different which was only complicated by the aspect 
of the verb. 

Our examples will serve to reveal the relationship between the new forms 
and the old function. As under the influence of literaiy Russian in pi. gen., dat., instr. 
and Ioc. almost all forms were substituted by long forms, we shall concentrate on the 
use of participles in sg. (sometimes with forms in nom. and acc. pi.). In our study we 
shall not deal with the active participles formed with the help of the suffix -/- as they 
do not go into constructions with long forms. It well may be that some of the parti-
ciples have the semantic value of an adjective, formally, however, we treat them as 
participles. We also shall not discuss the Dativus absolutus as the participle in it 
usually preserved its original (contracted) form. 

1. Participles in the function of subject 

(1) C/VklUJAB-klH 5K€ 11 116 COTBOphB'klh flOAOECirH ECTb VCAOB'kKy 
co;AABiiieM8 xPAMhnd EB Lk 6:49, Zog: C/fkiuiABiu i tie TBOpk 

(2) ruufkAh 3Anu)BtAM MOA H coeawaaah HX^, TOH ecTk AIOEAH MA 
EB Jn 14:21, Zog: IMTIAI... CKEAIOAAIA M 

(3) ce, H ^ I A C CLAM, ¿ A c t e T k EB Mt 13:3, Zog: RFCIAI 
(4) npIcM-kifi nee iuca'K BKOIIA (ero) BT. ;€MAK> EB Mt 25:18, 

Zog: npraurki 

The participles in the function of a subject were in reality substantivized 
participles substituting a noun with a temporary or a permanent feature. In our ex-
amples the subject-participle of (1), (2) and (4) refers to a person with a temporary 
feature. In the example (3) the characteristic feature is more or less permanent. This 
compactness of meaning is already resolved in most of the modern Slavic transla-
tions: Slovak (1969) - (1) ten, kto poCul a neudinil, (2) Kto m& moje prikazdnia a 
ostricha ich, (4) ten, ktoiy dostal; Serbian (1981) - (1) A KOJH cnyuia a He H3Bp-
iuyje, (2) Ko HMa 3anoBjecrH Moje H AP^CH HX, (4) A KGJH npHMH; Ukrainian 
(1962) - (1) A XTO cnyxae Ta He BHKOHyc, (2) XTO 3anoBiAi Mo'i Mae Ta Yx 3fie-
pirae, TOH mo6nTb MeHe, (4) A TOH, mo oAHoro B3HB. The archaic Russian 
translation (1979), however, mostly preserves the participal structures: (1) cny-
uiaiomHH H HeHcnomunoiAMM, (2) KTO HMeer 3anoBeAH MOH H co6jnoAaer HX, 
(4) nojiyHHBiiiHH xce. The translations with relative clauses make it clear that 
the participle is always defined by an action (temporary or permanent). This 
definiteness demands the long form of the participles in MChSl. The situation 
is different if the defined noun as a subject is present in the sentence (about the 
modifiers see later). Formally these participles are identical with those func-
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tioning as adverbial modifiers. Their different function and meaning will be 
clear only from the constituents (and their meaning) of the sentence. 

A special group of participles is represented by the structure BKCAK-K 
plus participle. The complexity of this phrase comes from the fact that in OChSl the 
adjectives sifter this determiner are usually in short form but the participles in long 
(Flier 1974: 142). 

(5) BCAK-K KHBTIN n B*BP8AM B*K MA EB Jn 11:26, Zog: HC^KT» JKHBUII 
I BTPOYHMI B-K MA 

(6) BCAK-k C/fklUiABUh fa) (DAA h HAB-KIK-k EB Jn 6:45, Zog: BkCkK*k 
CAtklUlABlkl OT"K OUA 1 HAB'klK'k 

(7) BCAK-K CA*KILUAM CAOBCCA MOA H H€ TBOpA MJfK EB Mt 7:26, Zog: 
BCtK-K CA-KIIIIAH CAOBCCA MOt, h MC TBOpA IX"K 

In MChSl, however, the participles are in long forms, but the form of the 
adjective depends on its position. In postposition: BCAKO AP^BO A0 KP° e NAOA*KI 
ACOEPU TBopriT-K EB Mt 7:17, in preposition: h PCK8T-K BCAK-K SOA-K RAARO/Yk 
EB Mt5:ll . 

2. Participles as object 

(8) BHAtlilA K-kCHOBABUIArOCA ckA/UP* H FA)EOAVCMA M CM-KICAAIJIA EB 
Mk 5:15, Zog: BHA-HUIA E-HCNOBAB-KUIAARO CA CHAAUITA 

(9) n BHAT MOAB8, nAAv8i|i-KiACA n KpHVAip-KiA Mtiorfa) EB Mk 5:38, 
Zog: L BHA'H MAKBX, I flAAVJRUITA CA I KAMVXUJTA 

(10) At|)C AIOEIITC AK)EAt|)*KIA B*KI EB Lk 6:32, Zog: AIOEHTC AIOEAUJTAIA 
B*KI 

(11) OEptTC B*K faCpKBII npOAAIOip-KIA OBIfKI EB Jn 2:14, Zog: OEp-kTC B*K 
Itp-KKBC npOAAHRUITAM OBKÎ A 

The active participles in the function of objects in MChSl have long forms, 
similarly to those in the function of subjects, and the reasons for this were also the 
same, as here we have to do with substantivized participles substituting a noun with 
a temporary or a permanent feature (Vefierka 1961: 19). OChSl, however, has short 
forms as well, which seems to suggest that OChSl had more strict criteria for the use 
of long forms. The participles with long forms in OChSl have all complements 
which define them: in example (8) CLAAUITA is the complement of the participle 
E-kcHOBAB-KUiAAro (OC). In examples (10) and (11) the active participles are used 
in a transitive sense and have their object, which also gives a kind of definiteness to them. 
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3. Participles as subject complement 

(12) EO €CMk CTAp*k, h W€HA MOA ^AMATOp'kBllin BO AMeX"k CBOHX"k 
E B Lk 1:18, Zog: H WCMA MCK JAMATOPKB-KUIN 

(13) ne B*EI EO E8ACTC RAARO/UOIPIN EB Mt 10:20, Zog: rtc S U EO CCTC 
rAKHUTCl 

(14) n TON E'k NOMABAA inuck EB Lk 1:22, Zog: i Tk E'k FIOMABAIA IMT» 
(15) it ce, ESACUIH MOAVA M tie mionii nporAAroAATH EB Lk 1:20, Zog: i 

ce, EtiACUJh MAkYA 
(16) n E'k oyYA nx^ EB Lk 4:31, Zog: i E'k oyvA 
(17) EAUie we oyYA EB Lk 13:10, Zog: E'k we oyYA 

The occurrence of short forms in these cases is conditioned by the presence 
of copulative verbs the obligatory parts of which are these participles. As predi-
cative components they are usually short even in OChSl. Whatever the tense of 
the copulative verb is, the participle emphasizes the duration of the action in-
dicated by the participle. According to these considerations, in example (13) we 
have a continuous action in the future. But as participles also have noun fea-
tures, in the combination of these characteristics the noun seems to take the 
upper hand producing a substantivized participle. In example (12) the prefixed 
past participle with the copula in the present refers to a present state charac-
teristic of the subject (wenA - my wife well stricken in years - Bible 1970). From 
examples (16) and (17) it becomes clear that the forms of the copula like E'k and 
EAUie in combination with present pariciple do not involve relevant differences. 
Unquestionably the imperfect EAUIC and the present participle reflect in the highest 
degree the duration of the action in the past; Lk 4:31 - and taught them, Lk 13:10 -
was teaching (Bible 1970). 

4. Participles as object complement 

(18) cero U)Ep'kToxoM'k pA^BpAipAtoqiA b -̂kiK-k riAWk EB Lk 23:2, Zog: 
pA^BpAUlTAURUITA 

(19) CMUie ciMONA ... rpAAyipA EB Lk 23:26, Zog: rpAAXWTA 
(20) BHA'k AXA EWTA cxoaaijja MKU) TOA8EA EB Mt 3:16, Zog: ckxoAAUJTk 

oy^p'kuiA IMCA xoaaipa no Mopio n EAn;(-k) KOPAEAA EUBUJA EB Jn 
6:19, Zog: XOA&UJTA ... EUBiiiiiA 

In this combination the relation between the noun phrase and the verbal is 
similar to that of a subject and verb (predicate). The grammatical object of the finite 
verb (verba sentienti) is at the same time the logical subject of the verbal (participle). 
As the function of the participles in these structures is predicative, the short form 
seems the be justified in both OChSl and MChSl. The accusative-plus-participle 
construction is analogous to the accusative-plus-infinitive constructuction of Greek 
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and Latin. Due to the double function of the object this construction is described 
sometimes as raising (Nichols-Schallert 1983: 221). 

(21) n C/VMUMCTA cro oka oyvcMMKA rAAroAioipAro EB Jn 1:37, Zog: 
r/tAro/WRUJTk 

(22) CAtltl-k U) KtirftKHIIKk, CAklUlABk «Xk CTA3AK>ipHXCA EB Mk 12:28, 
Zog: CAklUJABk IA CkTÂ AIALUTA CA 

(23) (OEPTTC »XT» CRIAIPMXK EB Mk 14:37, Zog: U)EP-KTE IA CIIAIIITA 
(24) (OEpiiTOCTA ero Bk itepKBh, chAAipero EB Lk 2:46, Zog: oEp-hTorre 

i Bk ItpkKBC ChAAUITE 
(25 ) A£K EO V8XK CMA8 N;TIIEAURTIO H J K MCHC E B Lk 8:46, Zog: YK>X"K 

CHAX LUIKAKUIX 15K MEMC 

Although the short forms of participles are common in this combination, ex-
amples (21), (22), (23) and (24) prove that MChSI has changed these forms for long 
when the object of the sentence was a pronoun. The genitive accusative also contrib-
uted to these changes. In this way the long forms have nothing in common with defi-
niteness or attributiveness that they were usually used for. 

(26 ) B ) E p A i | i e T e MA(A)HIV» IIOBMTA, ACKAIJJA B k MCACXK E B Lk 2:12 , Zog: 
OEpAlirreTC MAAAkllkltk flOEHTk ACJKAUITk Bk hCACXk 

The accusative with the past participle construction was used only after 
special verbs and the passive participle occured in short forms. We cited this exam-
ple (26), however, not for the sake of the passive participle but in order to show that 
the second (active) participle ACMAIJJA, under the influence of the first, is also short. 

5. Participles as premodifiers of a noun or of a noun substitute 
The number of attributive participles used before the noun is very small in 

both OChSl and MChSI. The adjectives and participles in this function were used in 
postposition and participles standing before the subject had the meaning usually of 
an adverbial modifier: 

(27) M B033ptBk ifiCk rM oyvfiKWMk EB Mk 10:23 

Although the premodifiers of the noun phrase served as attribute and in 
MChSI for this the long (marked) forms were used, still we find examples with short 
forms in this position: 

(28) TorAA fipMB-kAOUiA Kk MEM8 E-hcti8ioi|iACA c/vbnA H NITMA. EB Mt 
12:22 

Commonly the premodifier occurs in the long form. In example (29) the 
short form of the OC indicates that it is the logical SC of the word pAEk. 
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(29) H BO^BpAIJJUJeCA IIOCAAHHTH GOEptTOUJA EOAAIJIArO pAEA n;i('kA'bBllM 
EB Lk 7:10 

(30) H -Z/AfiXWA MHMOXOAAIJJ8 htKOCM* C1mO)H8 KVpHHCIO, TpAA8l|l8 CK 
CCAA E B Mk 15:21 

In (30) the premodifier MhM0X0AAip8 could not be in contrast with the 
short form of the postmodifier rpAA8ip8 which supports the short form of the pre-
modifier. 

6. Participles as postmodifiers of a noun or of a noun substitute 

(31) noAOECN-k ecTh. ve/\0B*kK8, ;h:KA8iii8 XPAMHN8 EB Lk 6:48 
(32) CMUIC CIMGOHA htKoero KvpmieA, rpAA8i|IA ck CCAA EB Lk 23:26, 

Zog: rpAAXWTA 
(33) npHBCAOX^ ckiHA Moero Kk TCE'B, HM8I|JA a ^ X * HCMA EB Mk 9:17, 

Zog: uuiKiiJTk 
(34) CAkiuiABkiH we n tie coTBOprtBun noAOKCMk CCTE veAOB-kKy 

C05AABLU6M8 XPAlulhhti EB Lk 6:49 
(35) NApoAk sue CTOAM H CAkiWABk EB Jn 12:29, Zog: NApoAk SKC rrout I 

CAkllJUABk 

Participles in the function of postmodifiers usually occur in the short form in 
Church Slavic as the postmodification is in reality a kind of assertion (SC) about the 
noun it modifies. Examples (34) and (35), however, have long forms, which needs 
special explanation. In example (34) the modified noun v€AOB*bKk was already 
used in the sentence in the form of a substantivized past participle, and these were in 
the long form. Consequently, the marker of the defined noun will be a long post-
modifier. In example (35) the short form of the participle could have indicated a 
verbal adverb as well, and in order to avoid possible misunderstanding the MChSI 
uses the long form. Apart from a small number of postmodifiers with long form, in 
MChSI the nominal participles predominate. 

7. Participles as adverbial modifiers 

(36) n;-ktAe we BOhk luck, MOCA TCphOBehk BtHCifk EB Jn 19:5, Zog: 
HOCA 

(37) N XOTAIJJE ero O^EHTM, oysoACA HAPOAA EB Mt 14:5 
(38) ajBtqiABk KC ihCk peve EB Lk 10: 30 
(39) CAkiuiABk JKC iiApoAk MHMOXOAAI|IE, BonpouiAtiie EB Lk 18:36 
(40) npiHAouiA HA rpoEk, HOCAIJJA Apu)MATKI EB Lk 24:1 
(41) ck ink ... pACTOVH HIUITME CBOC, JKHBKIII EA8AH6) EB Lk 15:13 

MChSI preserved the morphological characteristics of participles in the 
function of an adverbial modifier (about the exceptions see EyjmHi 1893: 374, and 
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also our example (37)). Therefore, sometimes it is impossible to differentiate them 
from participles used in other functions (cf. (36) and (41) which could also be post-
modifiers). Verbal adverbs in MChSl have mostly short forms and usually preceed 
the subject. 

* * * 

Contemporary grammars had little influence on the formation and use of 
participles as it was the canonical corpus on the basis of which they had formed their 
paradigms. The situation, however, was more complicated as the authors of these 
grammars (Zizanyj, Smotryc'kyj) compiled their works with pragmatical aims and 
thus they described all functional variants of the Church Slavic language. This re-
sulted in the paradigms of the participles containing forms characteristic of the non-
canonical texts, showing up a strong influence from the living language. 

The overall impression that the short forms of participles were substituted 
by long ones in MChSl is not supported by the facts. It is true, however, that many 
of them, especially those in attributive use and in pi. in the oblique cases had been 
changed. A lot of them were substituted only in the course of the latest corrections of 
the canonical texts. The Ostrog (Ostrih) Bible (1581) for example has much more 
short-form active participles than the Elisabeth Bible (1751). Examples (42)-(62) 
illustrate these changes in the Gospel of Mark. 

(42) K-fc ace iUMnrrk ... lAVkifi AKpiA*ki EB Mk 1:6, OB:... aa^i 
(43) K-FC EO oyvA H)FI» MKU) BAACTE TIIUI-kih EB Mk 1:22, OB: NIUIU 
(44) N oyMCACOiiiACA BCH, ... r/VftroAKHjj'kM'k EB Mk 1:27, OB: RAAroAKHJIGM T» 
(45) n he MoryiiiUM'k hmt» nphEAhxchTticA EB Mk 2:4, OB: he 

MORYIPEM-K 
(46) n MhMorpAA"Kih BhA"b /icviio EB Mk 2:14, OB: MhMorpAA'fai 
(47) B-FC TAMU) veAOB-bK-fa c8x# HMTIH p8K8 EB Mk 3:1, OB: N M U 
(48) n TAA VEA0BTK8 c8x* HM8ijjeM8 p8K8 EB Mk 3:3, OB: hM8i|ie (verbal 

adverb) 
(49) E-kiBUien nevAAH EB Mk 4:17, OB: E U B w n (dat. abs.) 
(50) n nevAAn b^KA cero)... BXOAAqj-kie EB Mk 4:18, OB: BxoAAipe 
(51) BhA*b ... KpnvAipuA Mhoro) EB Mk 5:38, OB: KphVAipe 
(52) E-KiBUiefi c8EEUrrb EB Mk 6:2, OB: E-kisuih 
(53) Mro^h CA-KitUAipTn EB Mk 6:2, OB: CA-KiuiAipe 
(54) HpCjOAt •••> BtA*Kih ero EB Mk 6:20, OB: s t A ^ i 
(55) N BHA*BUIA MXK MA8IPMXK EB Mk 6: 33, OB: MA^UJA (A > A after the 

hard i|i) 
(56) KAX8 MKO) OBIFKI he hmrtipue EB Mk 6:34, OB: he rautfijie 
(57) n BhAt mxt» CTpAKAtiiJJhX'ik EB Mk 6:48, OB: CTpAWA îpe 
(58) npihAC k-k nHM-k , no Mopio X<>AAfi EB Mk 6:48, OB: xoa* 
(59) h ĥ uiCAUi'KiM'K hiui-K EB Mk 6:54, OB: n^uieAUiCM-k (dat. abs.) 
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(60) h BhA'kBUie n-bKTnx^ «•, HA^ijinx^ BB Mk 7:2, OB: MA*i|Je (by mis-
take with -e) 

(61) cxoAAip'kiM'k we niui-k EB Mk 9:9, OB: cxoAAijiCM-k (dat. abs.) 
(62) oN-k we E-bAkm nx*k EB Mk 12:15, OB: b ^ a u 
(63) n BO^\ewAip*kiM-k HMk H btA^iji'kiM'k EB Mk 14:18, OB: 

BO^AewAipeMk. murk n biA8ilieM'k 
(64) (i)Ep-kTe nxk. cnAi|inx^ EB Mk 14:37, OB: cnAipA (see example 51) 
(65) EAtf we h wen-ki h&VMCVA ;pAi|iA EB Mk 15:40, OB: ;pAt|ie (see 

also 57) 
(66) MHH^BUiefi cdEEUrrk EB Mk 16:2, OB: MnntiBtiih 

Most of these changes had already taken place in the Moscow Bible (1663), 
e.g. (42) MA*kiH He, (45) He Morytp-kiM*k, (47) HMUH, (54) B'bA'kiH. The more 
archaic Ukrainian variant of Church Slavic preserved the short forms for a long time, 
especially in dat. abs. and in the form of animate accusative: (60) b̂ MhliA NZ 1641. 

The modern archaisers of the Church Slavic language therefore are for the 
reestablishing of the short forms (IIJieTHeBa 1998: 67-73). The participles and their 
forms in MChSl also illustrate that the Church Slavic language of the canonical texts 
is not homogeneous. But the same irregularities are to be found also with the adjec-
tives (short vs. long forms). . 

In our study we could not go into details and therefore restricted ourselves 
only to the major functions and examples illustrating their forms. 
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